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A new Muslim but an old friend
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Author’s Note

Most of my writing has me traipsing around far-off parts of the world 
persuading people to talk to me as I drift in and out of their lives, a stranger 
who makes demands, pauses to listen, but always moves on. Playing literary 
sleuth and piecing together a puzzle has by now become second nature. With 
The Jihād Seminar I told myself that this time things would be different – this 
conflict was less complicated – ergo my writing life would, by comparison, be 
relatively trouble-free. 

The Islamic Council of Victoria v. Catch the Fire Inc. dispute was a 
landmark lawsuit under a new religious hate speech act in the State of 
Victoria that was controversial and about to be tested for the first time – the 
Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 (RRTA), brought in by the Bracks 
Labor Government. Like many secularists I find religion fascinating and the 
combination of religious and human rights issues irresistible. I felt excited 
as I decoded the invisible signs of a good narrative. And after all, wasn’t it 
happening in my own backyard? Wouldn’t the hearing be over in three days 
as everyone said? 

Five years later I was still shaking my head: bemusement became 
frustration – frustration led to self-pity – where was my closure? How 
naive of me to ever think that entering the domain of faith politics, divine 
revelations, freedom of speech and hate speech versus the law, might be a 
cut-and-dried exercise. It became clear that interpreting a law handed down 
by parliament was just as painful as interpreting sacred laws handed down 
by prophets. 

The Jihād Seminar reveals the ins and outs of a complaint of religious 
vilification made by three Muslims converts in 2002 against an Evangelical 
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parachurch organisation called Catch the Fire Ministries Inc. Very early on, 
the case began to veer out of control. A lack of goodwill and a desire by both 
sides to have their day in court led to the dispute finally going forward to 
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT). Little did I know 
that this was just the first legal stopover along the way, culminating in an 
appearance at the Victorian Court of Appeal in 2006.

My version of this case however, was always more focussed on personalities, 
motives and secret agendas rather than the finer points of the RRTA. 
Therefore the heart of the narrative I have chosen to write about takes place 
at the VCAT hearing where real people – on both sides of the courtroom – 
express their pain and their innocence. 

I looked at this story through the eyes of a writer – not a lawyer. Often 
I became impatient when long, wordy technical disagreements brought 
proceedings to a halt. Still, to avoid the derision of law students and 
practitioners around the country, I admit to having no legal background and 
confess that this story is mapped out on the basis of the following: what I 
witnessed at the hearing – as I sat, day after day, on a very uncomfortable 
bench; a mountain of dry-as-dust court documents; a handful of informants; 
plus memories going back in time to my Muslim childhood. I apologise 
for any mistakes I’ve made in interpreting the law – but it’s only a nominal 
apology because even now – six years on – conflicting interpretations of what 
religious vilification means under the RRTA still circulate. 

The author’s note always seems a good place to grumble and most of 
the written sources I struggled with gave me cause to reach for the aspirin. 
Certainly, the VCAT court transcript was a mess: different transcribers used 
different spellings for Arabic words and names; I anticipated a leisurely walk 
down a well-ordered path admiring the roses on either side – but not only 
were there no roses – there was no path to walk on. Just when the dialogue 
was turning interesting, another technical legal diversion would spring up – 
and go on for days and days, taking up hundreds of pages! 

On the other hand the transcript of the Catch the Fire seminar that the 
Muslims found so offensive had all the colour, verve and entertainment value 
that a writer could ask for with sizeable doses of humour – intentional and 
unintentional – as the reader will discover. 

The VCAT and the Court of Appeal judgments were also difficult texts 
to decipher; clearly legal documents could only take me part of the way and 
so eventually I turned to what I enjoy most – I talked to anyone involved with 
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the case willing to talk to me. Some agreed to meet me while others – perhaps 
on hearing my obviously Muslim name – declined. Even the Muslims who 
met with me, with few exceptions, were wary. Since September 11, the Bali 
blasts and the introduction of Australia’s anti-terrorist laws, Muslims are not 
happy to go on record publicly. 

The case between the Muslims and the pastors was riddled with a number 
of conflicting narratives. The media endorsed the Islam versus Christianity 
theme, Catch the Fire crafted a conspiracy narrative with a dash of David 
and Goliath thrown in for good measure, while the Muslims – well the 
Muslims behaved most oddly for religious people. 

I was always intrigued about the real motives for this case going forward 
and why in the early phase it seemed impossible to conciliate. The case proved 
a useful vehicle for both pro-legislation lobby groups flying interfaith flags 
and the mainly conservative Christian activists looking for a bigger stage. I 
wanted to discover why this law infuriated right-wing Christians; I think I 
came close to understanding why. 

The personalities involved in this quarrel, the drama, the plots and 
subplots – everything beneath the surface – and especially the auxiliary cast 
of supporters lining up on both sides of the barricades, led me to believe that 
I was seeing the religious impulse at its best and at its worst.

The story that unfolded was always more than a Melbourne story; the 
term ‘Islamophobia’ was always an invisible presence. The hate speech drama 
made world news, and fundamentalist Christian groups in the USA and 
the UK monitored the case. Certain themes locked inside the Melbourne 
dispute resonated in Western countries worried by their Muslim minorities. 

With so much at stake, the tribunal hearing turned into a nightmare. 
I sensed from the start that there were ethical aspects to this story. Why 
did convert Muslims attend the seminar that day? Did the Islamic Council 
of Victoria want justice or retribution? Was it impossible for the pastors 
to resolve their personal histories? How could you love Muslims yet hate 
Islam? There was a wider meaning to this conflict than I first realised. And I 
came to understand that religious vilification was only one strand of a more 
complex story. 

There was close to six years of legal wrangling before common sense 
prevailed…six years before the Victorian Supreme Court Hearing announced 
a decision that still leaves many people in the dark. Did it really have to come 
down to this? Is the RRTA a good law or a bad law – is it as simple as that?
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There are some spectators who believe that the dispute between the 
Islamic Council and Catch the Fire has finally been put to bed, but I wonder; 
I’m not so sure, for I half suspect that something – or someone – may still 
be hiding under the bed.

Hanifa Deen
March 2008
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There are questions which stay with you for a lifetime, when the quest seems 
to overshadow everything else. The answer fades from memory yet you 
still recall the whys and the wherefores which propelled you along a certain 
course. 

‘Who are the infidels and who are the true believers, Daddy?’ I was 
ten years old, we were studying Richard the Lionheart in class and I was 
a confused little girl. I sensed that there was something wrong with our 
textbook account of the crusades which depicted Richard the Lionheart, 
‘scourge of the Muslims’ as a winner and my man, Salah ad-Din, (Saladin) as 
a loser – but the answer eluded me. 

The Muslim warriors seemed a bloodthirsty lot and the crusaders were 
blonde and blue-eyed, like most of my schoolmates at the inner city primary 
school I attended in Perth. I badly wanted to identify with Prince Salah 
ad-Din who looked like my father and my Uncle Mahmoud, but I didn’t 
want to be labelled an infidel – not so much for religious reasons, mind you. 
In my heart of hearts, at ten years of age, I wasn’t really concerned about who 
was cock of the walk in a theological sense, but I did want to be on a winning 
side, and I badly needed a classroom hero. 

And so my father raised his eyes – yet again – to the ceiling (or was 
it the heavens?), and offered up a different interpretation of history to this 
daughter of his who never stopped asking questions. It was my first lesson in 
ambiguity – but it was comforting.

Prologue

‘By Allah,’ the king thought to himself, ‘I won’t slay her  
until I hear some of her wondrous tales.’

Anon., The Arabian Nights: The Marvels and Wonders of the Thousand and One Nights,  
translated by Richard F. Burton, adapted by Jack Zipes
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Years later I enrolled in a medieval history unit at university and after 
reading Steven Runciman’s three volume The History of the Crusades, learnt 
that economics, as much as religion, guided the emperors and popes who 
called on younger noble sons and common folk to join together in a holy war 
against ‘the infidel’. Centuries passed and religious ecstasy faded, but greed 
and the desire for control of rich provinces, ports and trade routes continued 
to energise this long series of wars that lasted from the late eleventh century 
until their decline in the fourteenth. 

One day, while toiling over an essay on the early crusades, I remembered 
the words of my father who, long ago, had talked about Salah ad-Din’s 
chivalry and sense of honour; how the Kurdish prince tried to negotiate 
with the crusaders but had found himself thwarted by their fanaticism. My 
father had never heard of Runciman, but in matters to do with Salah ad-
Din he would have found himself in good company. The English historian 
sided with my father and fixed in my mind, once and for all, who were the 
aggressors and ultimately the losers in the sorry tale of the crusades. But 
after the Salah ad-Din generation passed away, in the decades that followed, 
Muslim rulers became more intolerant. My father’s version would have it 
that Muslims learnt intolerance from their enemies; perhaps he was right, 
but I wasn’t convinced. The slide into zealousness was bound to happen. 
God might want peace on earth, but temporal rulers, statesmen, politicians, 
corporations and followers from every religious tribe on earth would find 
ways of subverting this vision. 

Centuries pass and the Game continues, although the rules and combatants 
have changed. A tribe of secularists attempts, often unsuccessfully, to ‘hold 
the ring’ and keep the religious tribes from warring against each other. In 
some societies the rule of law is invoked to stifle religious hate speech. But in 
the twenty-first century fanaticism wears different guises, sometimes cloaking 
itself in nationalism, naive patriotism, piety or religious fundamentalism. 
Rhetoric on one side invokes democracy at any price, locking horns with rival 
ideologues promising the young and the despairing a short cut to Paradise. 

*
I never quite put the crusades behind me, but they took on a comic turn 
after I became a fan of the Monty Python movies in the 70s. I conjured 
up scenes where visored knights and turbaned warriors on wooden horses, 
waving wooden swords and scimitars, clumped around bumping into each 
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other snarling: ‘Listen mate, you’re not the true believer! I’m the true believer! 
You’re the infidel – get it into your head stupid!’ My father, God bless him, 
never got my joke and took to grinding his teeth and muttering phrases 
like, ‘This is what happens when you bring them up in this country’. He 
was right.





Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about the things that matter.
Martin Luther King

Whichever God you support, may He be with you.
Dave Allen, comedian

Scholars and Martyrs

Part one
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To the religiously disinterested, or lapsed passer-by, the story which unfolded 
in the city of Melbourne, Australia, in March 2002, seemed a comical tale 
of two tribes facing each other across the religious divide and ending up in 
court. The lawsuit did not capture the nation’s imagination or heart, and if 
people stopped to think about it at all, they shrugged their shoulders and 
smiled to themselves. This story was all about religious fanatics, they thought, 
and Australians by and large don’t succumb to religious passion. ‘Religion’s 
alright,’ they say, ‘but let’s not get excited about it’. 

Throughout Australia, excitement is reserved for football: your tribal 
allegiance belongs to your team, the power of prayer reserved for Nathan’s 
hamstring or Paul’s tribunal appearance; your hymn ‘Good Old Collingwood 
Forever’, not ‘Washed in the Blood of the Lamb’. Man the barricades for your 
team – never for your God. Cynics might say that the Lord is always on the 
winning side (after all He wrote the book of rules) and is quite capable of 
looking out for Himself. 

Besides, the two opposing teams were rather strange and marginal to 
mainstream Australian society: ‘terror-tainted Muslims’ with beards, flashing 
eyes and veiled women on one side of the barricades eyeing off ‘happy-clappy 
Christians’ singing along to rock bands ‘red hot for Jesus’ on the other – the 
Arabic language locked in battle with those who speak in tongues. 

Although, theologically, the protagonists seemed poles apart, there 
were certain conventions they held in common. An anthropologist might 
be excused for pointing out (from the safety of an academic fortress) that 
both tribes were devoted to their sacred texts and prophets, somewhat 
ostentatious in their ritual, unswerving in their faith, and committed to 
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flogging subscriptions to their exclusive clubs where a gold card opened the 
door to Paradise. Not the average Australian’s cup of tea by any means. 

One side accused the other side of religious vilification – hate speech – 
and lodged a complaint under a new controversial state law. For the first time 
in its short history, the Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 (Vic) was to be 
tested to the full and the courtroom would become a theatre where freedom 
of speech and freedom from vilification would take centre stage. Both sides 
were ready to do battle: the Islamic Council versus Catch the Fire, in the city 
of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 

But as time would tell, there was always more to the story than this.
Ignore for one moment, if you will, the more colourful and eccentric 

elements of the tribunal hearing where Pentecostal Christians and Muslims 
exercised their rights and flexed their consciences. Look beyond the 
stereotypes, the clichés and the caricatures – past the local demographics of 
a legal dispute. 

Concentrate instead on what is happening elsewhere around the globe. In 
Western societies, people are embroiled in passionate discussions about free 
speech and censorship, racial and religious vilification, religious tolerance, 
blasphemy and the future of multicultural and multi-faith societies: issues 
that were debated and resolved, one might be forgiven for thinking, in the 
1980s and 90s – but then came September 11 2001.

Australia, it seems, is not as out of touch with the rest of the world as 
we once were conditioned to think. In the twenty-first century, variations 
of the Islamic Council v. Catch the Fire Ministries dispute are being played 
out in certain Western societies, wherever Muslims form a sizable minority. 
Australian Muslims are part of a larger Islamic diaspora working hard to 
renegotiate their identities, at a time in history when many of their fellow 
citizens eye them suspiciously as ‘the enemy within’. 

In distant lands, Muslim leaders in France, the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands, and the USA struggle to prove their communities’ loyalties, bent 
on demonstrating that Islam and terrorism do not walk hand in hand. One 
third of the world’s Muslims, who number 1.2 billion, now live as minority 
members of secular countries. Islam is numerically the second largest 
religion in the world after Christianity’s 2 billion. Nine million Muslims live 
in Europe and 5 to 6 million in the United States. As part of their daily 
lives they must contend with a prevailing narrative that prophesises a clash 
of civilisations: the medieval grand narrative of Islam versus Christendom is 
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alive and well; a new cast of crusader and Saracen players resurrected to act 
out the new folklore.

Certain themes and predilections locked inside the Melbourne dispute 
embodied, on one hand, the West’s apprehension about Islam and global 
terrorism and, on the other hand, how Muslim minorities might possibly 
react to this response. Courtroom witnesses articulated people’s fears, pain 
and anxiety; sacred texts and rival prophets clashed and protagonists showed 
how easy it was make monsters of each other.

Through my subjective lens the case became a microcosm of the post-
September 11 syndrome, where frightened people looked for answers and 
often asked the wrong questions: ‘What is there about Islam that is so 
inherently violent?’ ‘Why do Muslims hate us so?’

*
Western societies are worried by their Muslim minorities – the ‘M’ word 
makes them nervous; they are uneasy about the association with terrorism 
that has, since September 11, become synonymous with the word ‘Muslim’. 
Non-Muslims have reason to be worried – not because Muslims are terrorists 
in the making – but because, since September 11, Muslims find themselves 
under scrutiny as risks to national security and because this type of civic 
investigation can breed alienation. 

The French defend secularism with all the zeal of religious fundamentalists 
by banning schoolgirls from wearing headscarves in public schools: they 
protect individual rights by attacking individual rights. In the Netherlands 
free expression versus ‘blasphemy’ is played out in dark streets and a man 
is murdered, shot eight times – a Dutch born, Dutch educated Muslim 
of Moroccan descent is arrested and later confesses. Across the Channel, 
Britain’s Labour Government is forced to accept rigorous amendments 
by the House of Lords to its Racial and Religious Hatred Bill, before it is 
passed by the House of Commons in February 2006. A large coalition of free 
speech advocates, including well-known writers, actors, artists, intellectuals 
and comedians, have resisted the Bill in a strongly run campaign. A long 
hard battle has been fought with the Labour Party accused of attempting to 
woo Muslim voters in marginal constituencies. Nevertheless, 2005 election 
results show that Muslim voters, traditional Labour party supporters, turn 
their backs on Blair’s Labour Party, even voting against Muslim candidates, 
showing the British Government that they oppose the invasion of Iraq and 
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the pretences for that invasion. Months later Islamist terrorism reaches 
London; analysts still search for answers as to why three British born Muslim 
terrorists took their revenge on British commuters on 7 July 2005.

Across the Atlantic, religion and politics are entwined in a perverse 
tango. ‘God Bless America’ has taken on a distinct, if not chilling, meaning. 
‘God Bless the President’ seems appropriate in a country where the political 
power of the Christian Right in 2004 re-elected George W Bush and 
whose collective voice grows stronger day by day. Christian fundamentalists 
influence and shape key Congress committees in foreign affairs (Iraq, Iran 
and Israel) and social, family and health policies (anti-abortion, stem cell 
research, gay clerics); environmental policies are said to be less important 
because the world, it is said, is going to end anyway! 

In 2005, faith politics is a busy switchboard: Jesus talks to born-again 
Christians who in turn talk to Bush, and Bush passes on the good word (after 
he’s finished talking to God) to Prime Minister John Howard who in turn 
lends an ear to conservative Christian politicians and activist organisations.

The culture war of values waging in the USA between fundamentalist 
Christians and secular humanists is now part of Australian political culture. 
Today conservative politicians, with practised ease, rekindle annual debates 
on ‘Australian values’, citizenship, history curriculum and the ‘left-wing bias’ 
of our public broadcasters. 

To many political observers, the influence of the Christian Right in state 
and federal politics has come of age. Both the Labor Party and the media were 
caught napping in the 2004 Federal Election: they underrated the influence 
of born-again Christian groups, their fellowship with certain Christian 
politicians, the effect this would have on marginal seats, and the Coalition 
Government’s recognition and nurturing of this grouping of new players. 

‘Family values’ resonates like a code for ‘conservative Christian values’, 
especially since the 2004 election of a Family First Party senator. The 
Australian media has woken up at last to the new entrant in politics, to 
the partnerships and passion that have made this possible. Between 2004 
and 2007, political language was replete with references to ‘family values’, 
Australian values, and all things dark, ugly and ‘unAustralian’. Australian 
politics, which I had once thought so staunchly secular, had been tapped on 
the shoulder by religion – there was an invitation to the dance.

From the elegant city of Melbourne, a metropolis closer to the Antarctic 
than London or New York, the hate speech drama festering in Australia 
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made world news: CNN, The Guardian and Al Jazeera followed its twists and 
turns; fundamentalist Christian groups in the USA and the UK monitored 
the case and spread news of the latest developments along electronic canyons. 
People believed that what was happening in Australia could happen – was 
happening – elsewhere. 

A nightmare of a case expected to be over in three days eventually stretched 
into forty tribunal sessions over four years, followed by an appeal and another 
eighteen months before the Victorian Supreme Court of Appeal announced 
its decision…nearly six years of legal wrangling to reach what many interpret 
as a deadlock. Did it really have to come to this? 
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The story begins almost six years earlier on March 9 2002 when three 
Muslim converts attend a seminar organised by Catch the Fire Ministries 
Inc. (CTF), a Pentecostal parachurch organisation under the leadership of 
Pastor Danny Nalliah. The seminar is presented by visiting pastor Daniel 
Scot, and promises to reveal the inner secrets of ‘Holy Jihād’, a theological 
concept Pastor Scot describes as ‘the soul of Islam’.

Much of Scot’s seminar is regarded as deeply offensive by the three 
Muslims, who later broaden their objection to include certain statements 
attributed to Pastor Nalliah contained in his Catch the Fire newsletters and 
other articles on CTF’s web page. 

The three Muslims join together with their representative body, the 
Islamic Council of Victoria (ICV) and make a complaint of religious 
vilification under the Racial and Religious Tolerance Act (RRTA). Attempts 
at conciliation fail which lead to the case being referred to the Victorian 
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) under presiding judge, Michael 
Higgins – mediation at this level also fails. From this moment positions are 
polarised – and the case is on! The dispute is widely viewed as a test case 
under new legislation that has only been in force for two months. 

The case arouses the ire and interest of a diverse group of players, some of 
whom are concerned by the intrusion of secular law into the realm of faith. 
Inevitably the pro-legislation and anti-legislation sides lock horns. Human 
rights advocates, lawyers, civil libertarians, Evangelical Christians and an 
assortment of Christian and Jewish interfaith observers flying more liberal 
colours, debate the issues central to this case: freedom of speech versus 
freedom from vilification in a multicultural, multi-faith society and religious 
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freedom where the right to criticise other religions, to proselytise and practise 
one’s faith without fear are said to lie at the heart of this dispute.

 The well-organised anti-legislation groups have long been suspicious of 
the RRTA and the Victorian Equal Opportunity Commission (EOCV), 
the government body responsible for the Act. The EOCV is seen as a secular 
organisation, more inclined to sympathise with Muslim minority groups 
than the concerns of Evangelical and other conservative Christians. 

The media reports that the Christian communities in Victoria are 
strongly divided in their attitude towards this contentious new law, but this 
is denied by a number of denominations with strong interfaith connections 
which support the Islamic Council and the new law. References are made in 
the tabloid media to a Muslim ‘conspiracy’ to test the hate speech legislation. 

A Catholic priest and an Anglican reverend–professor of sociology agree 
to act as expert witnesses for the Islamic Council. The council’s support 
base is a denominational and interfaith mix: the Uniting Church, Quakers, 
progressive Jewish factions, Catholics, Anglicans and Unitarians.

The pastors’ support base includes an Evangelical Christian activist 
group, known as the Salt Shakers, and an Evangelical Anglican reverend and 
former academic. Their resources are strengthened by their ongoing links 
with right-wing Christian groups in the USA and British Evangelical groups 
supporting persecuted Christian minorities living under duress in Islamic 
societies. State and federal politicians, proud to identify themselves publicly 
as Christians, give moral support to CTF; some are critical of the vilification 
Act and make public comment in support of freedom of speech. 

As the case drags on, the two faces of ‘the Religious Other’ – Muslim 
and Evangelical Christian – emerge and the story takes on a convert-driven 
edge where religious passions clash: born-again Christians on one side 
championing their right to ‘expose’ Islam versus Muslims defending their 
faith and reputations.

The case begins to veer out of control as the dispute becomes bogged down 
by constitutional and theological arguments. The pastors, as co-respondents, 
claim that their free speech rights are being eroded and continue to assert in 
the media and in court that they have been merely quoting verses from the 
Qur’an. The day of judgment finally arrives on 17 December 2004, almost 
two years, ten months after Pastor Scot’s seminar, ‘An Insight into Islam’.

*
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On the very last day before the Victorian Court and Administrative Tribunal 
closes its doors and turns off its computers for the 2004 Christmas holidays, 
presiding Judge Michael Higgins hands down his long-awaited decision 
regarding the Islamic Council of Victoria v. Catch the Fire Ministries Inc. His 
Honour finds in favour of the Muslim complainants and then makes a swift 
exit. He chooses his moment well, packing his briefcase and heading for 
the hills away from the media’s gaze to contemplate his Christmas pudding 
surrounded by the peace and goodwill which has been absent in the case he’s 
laboured over for so long. 

The Muslim victory, however, is short-lived. The pastors vow they will 
go to gaol rather than accept Judge Higgins’ decision and the list of tough 
penalties he later imposes. In August 2005, CTF eventually wins the right 
to appeal the decision on points of law. The anti-legislation campaigners take 
a deep breath and resume their battle to have the Act rescinded. All the 
while, the Victorian Bracks Government watches from the sidelines, keeping 
a low profile, consulting discretely with its Head of Churches group and legal 
experts.

In November 2006, almost eighteen months later, three justices from the 
Victorian Court of Appeal hand down a 145-page judgment which finds the 
Higgins verdict flawed, and refers the complaint back to VCAT. Observers, 
supporters and most Muslims are aghast that the circus is about to begin all 
over again. 

Messy, emotional, costly, polarising – and some might even say absolutely 
unnecessary. How did this case run so completely out of control? Could this 
legal debacle have been avoided?
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